INSPECTION CHECKLIST GUIDELINES

Inspection Checklists are an overview
of existing materials and accessories at
a house. It’s good practice to fill out an
inspection sheet for every job so you don’t
forget anything.
Fill out the list completely and accurately
for the trades you will be completing for
the home.
Don’t forget to take photographs to back
up your findings!

PURPOSE:
1.

Allows Elite Claim Solutions to see all of
the components of the project to better
supplement any items the adjuster may
have left off the estimate.

2.

Allows you to order the proper amounts
of materials needed to complete the
repairs.

FILLING OUT THE INSPECTION SHEET
ROOFING
ROOF TYPE
AND LAYERS

PIPE
JACKS

TURTLE TYPE
VENTS
POWER ATTIC
VENTS
WIND TURBINES

RIDGE VENT

ROOF EXHAUST
CAP
HVAC VENT
CHIMNEY
FLASHING

Identify the type of roof (asphalt, slate), type of shingle, and
how many layers are on the roof. Take an overview picture
of the roof and a picture of the layers of shingles; use your
fingers to separate the layers.
What type of pipe jacks? Neoprene (rubber) or lead? How
many jacks are there and what size are they? Note if it is
painted.
Take a photo of the pipe jack, especially if it’s painted.
If there are turtle vents, how many are there?
We’re looking for quantity.
If there are wind turbines, we need quantities.
Take a photo of the wind turbines, especially if damaged.
Does the roof have ridge ventilation? If so, is it aluminum? Or
shingle over style?
Is there an exhaust cap (rain cap)? If so, how many?
Write how many there are, the size and model number.
Is there chimney flashing? If so, what size is the chimney?
And is it brick or siding? Take a photo of the chimney
flashing.

SOFFIT
OVERHANG
MEASUREMENT

We need the width of the soffit in inches.
Take a photo of the soffit with a tape measure to show the
width.

SATELLITE DISH

Is there a satellite dish on the roof? If so, how many?

ELECTRICAL
MAST
SKYLIGHTS

DRIP EDGE/
GUTTER APRON
ICE & WATER
SHIELD
VALLEY LINER

Does the electrical mast (power lines) go through the roof?
Is it a split boot or DNR?
Are there skylights? If so, write down the quantity, size and
whether it is flat or domed. If available, take a photo of the
model/serial number.
Is there a drip edge? If so, is it on the eaves? On the rakes?
Is it existing?
Is it existing? What type of material is in the valley?
Take a picture of the valley.

SIDING

Keep in mind, we’re only concerned about the items if they are attached to the siding
(not brick or stone) and therefore need to be detached and reset/removed and replaced,
and/or they are items you want ECS to supplement. The insurance companies do not
pay to manipulate items that are not attached to the aluminum siding.

SIDING TYPE AND
INSULATION PRESENT
LIGHT BLOCKS

Identify the type of siding. Is there house wrap behind the
siding? Take an overview photo of the siding (every 20 feet).
How many light blocks are attached to the siding?

HOUSE
NUMBERS

How many individual numbers are attached to the siding?
Take a photo of the numbers.

MAILBOX

Is it attached to the siding?

FAUCET
A/C
SIDING UNDER DECK
DRYER VENTS
DOORBELL

How many faucets are attached to the siding?
Is there an air conditioning unit attached to the siding?
How many units are there?
Is there siding under a deck?
How many dryer vents are attached to the siding?
How many doorbells are attached to the siding?

METER MAST

Is there a meter mast attached to the siding? Yes or no.

FLOWER BOX

Are there flower boxes attached to the siding? How many?

WATER METER
SHUTTERS
RADON PIPE
FASCIA
WINDOWS WRAPS

Is the water meter attached to the siding? Yes or no.
How many pairs of shutters are there? Do they need to be
detached and reset (D&R) or removed and replaced (R&R)?
Is there a radon pipe attached to the siding?
If so, how long is it?
Is it damaged? What size is it? Is it on the rakes or the eaves?
Does it need to be custom bent?
Are there window wraps? How many windows?
Take a picture of the damage.

SOFFIT OVER SIDING
& SOFFIT WIDTH

Is there siding under the soffit? What is the soffit width?
Take a picture to prove it.

DOORS OVER SIDING

Is the siding under doors or the garage door?
Take a picture to prove it.

GABLE VENTS
PHONE BOX
HOSE REEL
WINDOW SCREENS

How many gable vents are there?
How many?
Is there a hose reel attached to the siding? How many?
Are they damaged? How many are damaged? What size?

INTERIOR

(Take photos of all of these items.)
DRYWALL SF

What is the square footage for the dry
wall?

PAINTING SF

What is the square footage of the area to
be painted?

STAIN BLOCKER
REQUIRED

What is the square footage of the area
needing stain blocker?

CEILING HEIGHT

What is the ceiling height?

CEILING FANS
LIGHTS
CONTENTS

INSULATION
AIR RETURNS

GUTTER

How many lights?
How many rooms have content that will
need to be removed for the work to be
done and then reset?
What is the square footage of the area
needing insulation?
How many air returns?

SMOKE ALARMS

How many smoke alarms?

EXHAUST VENTS

How many exhaust fans?

GUTTER TYPE
AND SIZE

DOWNSPOUT
SIZE AND LF

GUTTER
GUARDS

RAIN
DIVERTERS

NOTES

How many ceiling fans are there?

What are the measurements? 5” or 6” Will
they need to be detached and reset (D&R) or
removed and replaced (R&R)?
Take a photo of the size.
You must measure the downspouts. Is it 2x3”
or 3x4”? We have no way of finding out the
linear footage if you do not measure. Will
they need to be detached and reset (D&R) or
removed and replaced (R&R)? Take a photo
of the size.

Are there gutter guards? Is it low grade or
high grade? Will they need to be detached
and reset (D&R) or removed and replaced
(R&R)?
Take a photo showing any damage.
We’re looking for quantity.

Use this section to inform us what you need Elite Claims Solutions to supplement for, as well as
anything out of the ordinary that you run into, or anything not listed in the sections.

YOU ARE OUR EYES AT THE JOB SITE.
If you don’t take a picture of it, we can’t see it to bill/supplement for it and the insurance
carrier won’t approve it - meaning you won’t make as much on the job as you could have.

PHOTO CHECKLIST

Take pictures as you’re filling out the inspection sheet. Refer to the list on the back of the sheet before leaving the site to
make sure you have everything you need. Think about how much time you will have to spend driving back to the site to
take a photo, or, how much money you’ll leave on the table if you don’t have an important photo.

Address/house numbers
Overview of all elevations – full view of each structure (for siding photo every 20 ft.)
Existing damages – interior leaks, cracked driveways, etc.
Access issues – areas of difficult access for crews/trucks
Layers – show roof layers
Valleys – show what is in valley, nothing? Ice & water shield?
Pipe jacks – show damaged, painted, or heavily caulked pipes
Roof vents – show if vents are damaged, painted or missing
Drip edge – find dents, show it is missing, show it is over felt
Flashings – wall flashing painted? damaged? missing? rusted?
Skylights – show damage, measurements and serial numbers when present
Soffit overhang – show measurements of soffit overhang for ice barrier
Chimneys – show damage, painted, missing, or heavily caulked
Electrical items – satellite dish, TV antennas, electrical meter mast
Heat & air vents – exhaust vents, furnace vents, swamp coolers
Siding and insulation – close up of siding type and anything behind the siding
Accessories for siding – anything that needs to be detached & reset to install
		
siding: basketball hoop, door bell, lights, mailbox, security cameras, hose reel,
water meter, radon pipe, gas meter, AC, electrical outlets, satellite dish
Shutters – close up of shutters, are they painted, can you show damage?
Deck/Fence – where deck/fence meets the siding, do we have to work under deck?
Window/door wraps – are they installed over the siding? heavily caulked? damaged?
Fascia – show damage, show measurements of face and bends if possible
Gutters/downspouts – measurement of width, are they painted, is damage present
Gutter-guards – show damage if present, show type, show how they are fastened
Protection – photograph any area needing protected, pools, patios, landscaping

